Press release – for immediate issue

ZIEMER will present its new “AQUARIUZ” ablation laser at ESCRS 2019 in Paris

At the 37th congress of the ESCRS, Ziemer will display its newest product, the AQUARIUZ ablation laser*. It is a compact solid state ablation laser for refractive surgery based upon the latest technological improvements. The AQUARIUZ laser is fully designed and manufactured by Ziemer in Switzerland and combines the latest ablation laser technology with well-known, innovative Ziemer Science and Engineering. The ablation laser can be easily integrated with Ziemer’s unique femtosecond lasers (FEMTO LDV Z-Models) and diagnostic devices (GALILEI G-Models) to create a refractive suite that provides today’s as well as tomorrow’s solutions for the refractive surgeon.

In addition to the development of the AQUARIUZ, Ziemer continues to develop and release new applications for Femto Cataract and Femto Lenticular Refractive procedures.

“For us, the progression towards a Refractive Suite is a logical and consistent step towards the future. We have further developed the basic idea of the FEMTO LDV line with the AQUARIUZ to provide a perfectly complementary system. The surgeon thus has ONE complete refractive platform as a comprehensive solution for his or her current needs and a reliable companion into the future,” comments President and CEO Frank Ziemer on the latest innovation from his company.

The constant drive to create new technology and improve the surgical precision as well as patient experience has allowed Ziemer to become the Femto Solution Provider with the largest portfolio of applications from Femto Cataract surgery to Femto Therapeutic Corneal Surgery to Femto Refractive Surgery.

Ziemer product lines will be exhibited throughout the ESCRS at booth D146, where detailed information on the latest developments in diagnostic and laser equipment will be provided. More than 3 workstations will offer practical training for the entire range of applications.

Further information about the upcoming congress on Ziemer events, lectures and activities can be found on this page: www.ziemergroup.com/escrs

*The AQUARIUZ is neither CE marked nor FDA cleared and therefore not commercially available in the United States and in all other countries.
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About Ziemer:
Ziemer Ophthalmic Systems AG, a Ziemer Group Company, is a privately held company incorporated in Port, Switzerland. Founded in 1998, Ziemer Group is focused on developing, manufacturing, and marketing leading edge diagnostic and surgical ophthalmic products. Successful products developed by the group include the FEMTO LDV™ and FEMTO LDV™ Crystal Line and FEMTO LDV Z Models Femtosecond Surgical Lasers, the AMADEUS® Microkeratome, the PASCAL® Dynamic Contour Tonometer and the GALILEI™ and GALILEI™ G4 and G6 Dual Scheimpflug Analyzers.